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model. Porsche has a glaring problem according to a lawsuit filed by two California residents.
The duo claims Porsche's beige-colored dashboards produce a dangerous amount of glare on
the windshields. Should've went with the black interior, I guâ€¦. We know there's more problems
than this. Let us know which one you'd like to see us cover next. Sometimes it helps just to tally
up the complaints and see where the biggest stacks are. Use this information to learn about
troublespots or to run for the hills. Full Lists on CarComplaints. Running tally of owner
grievances filed to CarComplaints. That's annoying enough on its own, but according to a new
lawsuit the never-ending reboots also do fun things like drain the car's battery and spin the
infotainment's harddrive into a death spiral. Oh and just for good measure each reboot
produces a loud static POP to drive home the point that failure is inevtiable. The system
displays a yellow alert warning message when the pads are worn out, but will never display a
CODE RED when the pads are dangerously thin. The recall affects over 14, vehicles and will
begin in April Owners say the problem can be momentary or intermittent. Porsche didn't
provide details about why the software fails, but Panamera dealers will update the power
steering control units with updated software. David Wood has the list of affected vehicles over
at CarComplaints. Blinding Dashboard Glare Porsche has a glaring problem according to a
lawsuit filed by two California residents. Tagged lawsuit Posted on August 10, Source
carcomplaints. Porsche appears to have sent out a software update to their infotainment
systems that causes them to constantly reboot. Tagged recall Posted on August 10, Source
carcomplaints. Porsche vehicles have a software brake pad alert system that warns you when
the pads are getting too thin. And it works. Porsche is recalling the Panamera because software
problems are disabling the electric power steering. Brake lines on the front axles of Porsche
Panamera vehicles are unprotected, exposing them to water, corrosion, and eventual brake
failure. November edited November in Model S. Ostensibly you'd buy a Panamera for the
performance but they don't offer any model that is faster than a P85D. Since Porsche is a
"performance" car manufacturer I then began wondering what they have been investing all their
efforts on as they have yet to offer an electric vehicle remotely competitive with the Model S and
then it dawned on me what they have been investing all their time, resources, and efforts on
Apparently they've been spending all their resources on offering a zillion versions of the same
car. Imagine the logistics of keeping that together. This is insanity. No wonder they have yet to
build a car to compete with the Model S as they are too busy coming out with options for the 12
versions of the same car they are offering. I have no idea who would subject themselves to
buying a Panamera over a P85D. I showed the Panamera to my girlfriend and she hated it saying
it looks like something fell on the car and squished it I really hope Tesla continues to keep their
option packages simple and straightforward like Mercedes. Trim in Leather i. November edited
November I have a friend who owns a high end body shop and drives a Panamera. After driving
my lowly 60, he will be getting a Tesla. I have found that many people, usually older, are
fascinated by the Porsche brand. They have fond memories of Porsche in it's heyday and still
believe that the is a high performance car. When I had my Viper I was amazed that they thought
a standard would have any chance in acceleration against my Dodge. As Porsche has become
more of an SUV manufacturer last year the Cayenne outsold the , Boxter and Cayman combined
, I think this will fade but some still see Porsche fondly as a performance car company and will
overpay for that logo on their car. My favorites: deviated leather fire extinguisher! I would love
to find a with a broken motor to convert. Our S85 should be in our garage in a couple of weeks,
occupying the space my Targa just vacated. As a kid, I always wanted a Had mine for 12 years,

now am salivating over the arrival of the Tesla. While I loved driving the , it's not going to
compare to our new S!!! We still love our Porsche even after 20 months driving an S Two
completely different things. Given a choice of either, I'd rather throw a leg over one of the
motorcycles. The Panamera is way better finished than the MS. The P85 is faster, however, and
is a great deal for supercar speed. Our S85 wasn't built as well and wasn't as comfortable as the
Panamera. I don't have the P85D yet, but am sure I would not trade. However, the Panamera has
a place, and Porsche's sales are setting new records for a reason. The temporary dip in sales
last year was used around here as "proof" of the MS superiority, but in reality, it was during a
Porsche model upgrade and switchover when there was no inventory. That's not as good as
Tesla claims, but Porsche has nothing to fear from Tesla. Because of the 6-disc changer option,
of course. A steal. I guess that's a question someone who never owned a Panamera would ask.
If you're seriously interested in the answer here it is. Great acceleration but even better
handling on twisty mountain roads. It was almost impossible to break loose the Panamera rear
end even at reckless speeds on a curve. For me this isn't some theory but is a daily drive over
the mountain roads between the coast and silicon valley. The Tesla is a completely different
beast. Yes its acceleration is faster, and if that's all you measure its a way better car. But
honestly, while I'll never go back to an ICE car again, the current generation of Tesla simply is
no match for a Panamera or any Porsche on extreme road handling. So in summary, for those
who's definition of a sports car is more than just acceleration and who haven't sworn off ICE,
the Panamera is worthy alternative. Why do people say the Tesla isn't comfortable? I have a
friend who had a Fisker, I've mentioned him before on in this venerable forum. Fed up with the
Fisker breaking down all the time, he looked for a replacement. He's not a environmentalist, but
wanted to keep the CO2 emissions low for tax reasons. He doesn't have destination charging
where he parks for work, so for him it was a deal breaker. Obviously this might now be resolved
by the newer seats in the P85D, let's assume that's the case, but the current seats are totally
unacceptable and we all know it. I sincerely hope Tesla up their game starting with the pending
Model X. I also personally think he likes all the noise and stink of an ICE When we last saw each
other, three weeks ago, he told me that he might have been persuaded by the P85D, who knows.
I see him as a future customer once there's a PD with an upgraded interior. He sold his Fisker
and bought a Cayman to see him through while the Panamera's on order. Red Sage ca us. That
may be a valid reason to buy them for some people. Some really prefer a deeper, more luxurious
rear seat position, that reminds them of limousine sevice. Just on looks alone, I don't know why
anyone would buy a Panamera. I think that is just for the wireless Internet access hardware and
I bet you pay a monthly fee on top of that. That option list I posted is just insanity and shows
what they have been spending time on If they don't have a competing EV to sell by the time the
MX ships their Cayenne sales will be in for a significant decline. I am surprised no one has
mentioned maintenance costs associated with Porsche not to mention fuel costs. My head hurts
after reading through that list of options. They probably list the carpeting by individual fiber,
too. If one steps back, this is all about creating the illusion of choice. Ultimately like all car
websites it refers buyers to available dealer inventory to choose something that doesn't
resemble the highly customized car one spent hours configuring. I've never been a Porsche
guy, except for the S which all true Porschephiles hate passionately. That was the one model I
liked. Their technology is great. Their services prices are not. After a look through that list and
some mental addition, my Model S is the bargain of all time. Porsche has a lot of nice
technologies from the ever evolving flat six to the PDK dual clutch transmission. Too bad that
with the disrutive technology from Tesla those things now all belong to the trash can. It's the
same as the great IBM Selectric typewriter in the past that has dominated the American offices.
Who in the world does not want a typewriter that can fast correct a letter, a word or a sentence?
No one knew at the time those fancy technologies will all of sudden become totally irrelevant
just like that. I used one in high school and fell in love. It's an antique but I can break wpm on
one still and love the machine gun nest sound it makes. Some day, ribbons will become extinct.
I'm not looking forward to that. The car is pretty amazing and very unique because of the
available options. It does have the heart of a Porsche if you ever put it on the race track, and
contrary to what some have said, the rear end brakes away very nicely if you know what you are
doing for beautiful throttle steering and drifting. These cars are worse than their non-sport
siblings in ride, maintenance and price, and are worthless when really driven hard. They are all
about bragging rights in and HP numbers. They no longer even have those as the P85D easily
outshines them at everything except having lazyboy chairs for seats which I think look very last
decade compared to the modern look and feel of the MS, but that is personal opinion, is fact. I
bought the Tesla because I still had my Boxster for mountain roads. Then I sold the Boxster
because I knew I wouldn't drive more than once or twice a year! What about the weight of 20
gals of petrol and oil shifftng as it loses weight? As soon as Tesla has the wherewithal, facilities

and resources to offer such an extended array of options for their high-end vehicles, they will
do so. Nothing wrong with that Who cares how many options there are Looks are subjective,
performance is not. Tesla is not a sports car, but a very fast luxury sedan. Panamera appeals to
those that want a but have a family to shuttle around and they are selling a boatload of them, so
apparently they did something right. The Tesla is a unique animal that by it's own merits
electricity aside comes very close to the cars it would compete against, but does not come
close to the luxury and technology of an S-class, which is the same basic price. The Model S is
the dawn of a new era, but if it was ICE, it wouldn't get nearly the praise that it does. I'm sure
some Porsche customers love parting with their money like that but you have to go through that
Porsche option list to realize what a great bargain the Model S, especially the P85D is. Hence
why I think basic option packages like what Tesla and Mercedes sells is a good thing. It is a
much better value as you get a car properly appointed and it makes it logistically easier and
less expensive for them to manufacture it. Also helps resale value as you are less likely to get
stuck with a car with a popular option missing. Goes to show how focused they are on adding
trinkets to their car while Tesla has decimated Porsche's performance advantage in just a few
years. Hopefully Porsche will begin investing in high performance and long range EV
technology rather than adding 50 more options to their existing I have driven both extensively.
Why would I pick a Panamera Turbo over the Tesla? At this price point it's not about the
savings. Both are extremely expensive cars. Perhaps both of those are fixed. I prefer the
Panamera's looks if only because where I live Tesla's are everywhere. Indeed just today I ran
into the wife of a prominent VC in SF and she said when I was mentioning getting a new car: "
Whatever you do don't get a Tesla. I am SO over those. I do prefer the Paanamera's interior. I do
want my larger AWD behicle to take long distance trips off the grid. Anddriving to the ski area a
delayed recharging stop puts me further into rush hour traffic and delays arrival. That's more of
a dash than a journey I am afraid. And the Panamera Turbo is much better handling. For
everyone erything else I like the the tesla better. I am intoxicated with the effortless power of the
motor. The concept of an EV. Supporting the company. I think both designs will look dated the
years ahead. Finally I worry the Tesla will depreciate quicker as new versions come out with
bigger batteries etc they will make lesser models much less desirable. All said each has a place.
But I love driving the Tesla. Oh noes, someone else has one? Gawd, I'm SO over mine, then.
Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Thank you very much! Did you get a good deal? Be sure to come back
and let us know! Post a pic of your new purchase or lease! How about panamera 4, same terms
and zip codes. Last question, trying to decide between ordering or buying a and I hear different
money factor from dealer. Be sure to come back and share! Edmunds Moderator. Zip code
Seems like MF and residual are pretty bad for models. Can I ask for those numbers for
Panamera, E-hybrid in Bay area? I ordered a Panamera 4 E-Hybrid last May after some of my
questions were answered in the forum. Dealer placed the order on a called me one month later
telling me the car will be a It should be here at the end of this month and They confirmed again
it's a That being said.. Thank you! Whatever best terms are at 10k and 12k. Hello: Looking for
lease rates for Panamera 4, 10k miles per year, both 36 months and 39 months, zip code Thank
you. Michaell Thank you. I'm looking at a Panamera Base and also a Panamera 4S. Hello again.
Great service, thanks for doing this. Looking at Panamera e hybrid. Zip MF and residual? Zip
code Thank you in advance. Side note I think the 10 year edition is a 4. Thanks a lot. What do
you mean by expired? Nothing for me to go on with ? Not sure how much that changes the
numbers. Thanks so much! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April edited
April in Porsche. Tagged: Porsche Porsche Panamera. Michaell Colorado Posts: , April Ed
Posts: Ed said:. June edited June June Michaell said:. July September IM Posts: December IM
said:. February Bacara Posts: April edited April Bacara said:. DDG Posts: 2. May DDG said:.
Lmrb Posts: 3. Lmrb said:. Premium package plus. MetroRich Posts: August edited August
August MetroRich said:. Contact Us. How to Clean Cowl hood intake drain holes. Many times
you ask yourself what is that smell in the car after a rainy day when you put the AC or
ventilation on Replacing fluid on rear differential for 4 wheel drive panamera turbo. This applies
to 4-wheel versions of Panamera. Not sure if fluid is same My recent decision, to proactively fix
a small leak on my PTT, turned into a full air suspension debug session. I learned many useful
details, Ended up replacing both Load more. Popular DIY. Are you thinking of changing an air
filter in your Porsche Panamera? Well, Here is a useful article on how to do the Remove engine
underbody Lift the vehicle. How to lift vehicle safely with air suspension. Remove the wheel. Do
not open the brake system. Do not loosen the brake To replace it DIY â€” Panamera Center vent
removal. Well, if you like the GTS sporty package with sport front bumper - you will like this
article. Of course you can go and get Removing rear seat Move lumbar support adjustment all

the way back. Unclip the two locking lugs on the rear seat by pressing them with a For Newbies.
Most of us know what these are and what they can do. We ALL hate them. Preliminary work
When driving onto the lifting platform, bear in mind the work that
oreck vacuum parts diagram
diagram showing parts of a flower
msd 6200 wiring
needs to be carried out! If the vehicle is a Panamera with What Model Panamera Should I buy?
Model Comparison. Tech Tips. The battery is located in the luggage compartment under the
storage floor. Open the luggage compartment floor. Remove tool kit tray. Disconnect ground
strap on the battery: Risk Typical Panamera front end noise and clunks â€” What should When
it is cold and when you go over driveway entrance or speed bump, make sharp turns, does the
car make awful creaking and Lifting a Panamera â€” Things you need to know. Which Radar
Detector is the best in ? Newbie Guide to Porsche Panamera â€” Upgrades to go fast. Well, if
you just purchased a Panamera and you want to ad you own touch to your Panamera, this
article will tell you where You have to get a diagnostic code scanner. It provides access to the
many Porsche control units for maintenance and troubleshooting information. The tool Best
Porsche Panamera rear spoilers and wings. Protect your center console against scratches.

